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Article 1

Ul"an Sl"al"e Un/versiiy

A G RIC U L T U R ALE X PER I MEN T

S TAT ION • SEPTEMBER 1969 •

Vol. 30, No.3

As human population expands, the earth's deserts become more importa nt.
Scientists are becoming more concerned about how these deserts may become more
productive from a human point of view without being destroyed in the process.
One of the purposes of the International Biological Program is to evaluate whether
disruptions of a desert ecosystem, such as conversion to conventional agriculture,
modifications to enhance recreational appeal, or the introduction of housing developments is advisable in terms of long-range human welfare. The scientists are
attempting to discover how the desert animals, plants, soil and climate interact to
produce a smoothly functioning ecosystem. This total effort involves biologists from
55 nations. USU scientists are presently centering their research at Curlew Volley in
Box Elder County. Using the systems-analysis approach, they are attempting to
measure the ecological factors and thei r interactions, then translate these into
equations that can be programmed into a computer. Once the information can
be digested by the computers, mathematical models can be developed which can
predict how certain contemplated changes will affect deserts over time. Certain
animals, such as jackrabbits, will be used as indicators and thus receive special
attention. Read more about the overall approach to desert ecology in "Dedphering
a Desert" in this issue of Utah Science.
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CHEMICAL SPRA YS?---

Reducing water use by trees
GEORGE

E.

HART

Tr e are luxuriant u ers of water.
Wh n water i readily available, a
matur tr e can remove at lea t 100
gallon
f water p r day from th
oil. Only a v ry mall am unt of
thi water at mo t 5 percent, go
of
into u taining the lif proce
th tree; th rem ind r i return d
t the atm ph re thr ugh tran pirati n. Tran pi ration i a proc
quite imilar t p r pirati n in human in which water vapor move
into the atm ph re through micro(call d tomata) on
copic por
leaves.

yield in Int rmountain fore t. An
alternati e meth d of reducing
tran pirati n might b to u e chemical pray t
t mp rarily clo e
t mate
nd thu reduce water
10 e. Such pray c uld b economically appli d by aircraft, the
timing f application could b coordinated with h rt-range for ca t
of drought and th ae the tic and
prot ctive role of an intact fore t
canopy would be pr served.

THE PROBLEM

CHEMICAL SPRAYS

For many year manager f f re t d wat r hed ha b en conc rned with th xc iv u of wat r b
fore t
g tati n and have been
eeking way tQ alt r for t to r duc tran pirati nal 10 of wat r.
On obvi u mean i to r m ve
part or all f the tran piring urfac
by cutting th f re t. It ha be n
amply d mon trat d that clearcutting fore t r ult in increase of
annual water yields equivalent to 4
to 17 inche of rainfall. The size of
increa e apparently depends on the
amount of ummertime rainfall the
capacity of the soil to tore water
and upon the local climate. The
rainfall oil and climate in Utah
ugg t that the magnitude of water
increa
from for t clearcuttings
might be toward the lower end of the
valu
giv n above-4 inches per
y ar or roughly 116 000 gallon per
acre.

Several chemical r tard tran pirational 10 of water by cau ing the
guard c II urrounding the tomatal
opening to partially clo . Thi retrict the outward mov ment of
wat r vap r from the leaf. Such
chemical a phenlym rcuric acetate
(PMA) and decenyl uccinic acid
hav be n found to b ff ctive antitran pirant for om field crop

under gre nhou e condition. But
to date nly a f w tudie have been
made f th ffect of antitran pirant
ch mical on water u of trees in
th natural for st environment. One
uch tudy using phenylmercuric
ac tate pray on quaking aspen
(populus tremuloides Michx.) is
nearing completion by th College
of Natural Re ourc at Utah State,
with the . upport of the Offic of
Water Re ourc s Research.

ASPEN TEST
The study was done in a stand of
a pen at 7 800 fe t elevation in
northeastern Utah. Two lj~ -acre
plots in the tand wer cho en and a
trench was in tailed around each
plot to minimize wat r movement by
root between plot. Soil moisture
wa m a ured at 12 points in each
plot to a d pth of 6 f et throughout
the umm r b for tr atment. In
mid-June of 1967 and again in 1968
a water-ba
lution of ph nylm rcuric acetat .001 molar concentra-

Becau of the high ero ion hazard the unplea ant a sthetics of
clearcut and the non-commercial
value of much of our timberland,
harve ting of timber may not be a
fea ible mean to increase water

•
GEORGE E. HART is an Associate Professor
in the Forest Science Department, Utah State
University, Logan, Utah .
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Figure 1.
ment.

Soil moisture was measured with a neutron scattering instru-
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tion, was applied by helicopter at
400 gallons per acre to one plot.
It was important to know whether
the agitation of the leaves and the
downwa h from the helicopter
blade caused delivery of the spray
to the undersides of leaves where
aspen stomates are located. Florecent dye was added to the spray
and examination after spraying revealed numerous dye-mark on the
undersides of the leaves.
The PMA spray produced a partial closure of the stomates, even
though a very dilute concentration
was used. Stomate dimen ions on
treat d and untreated trees were
compared by u ing microscopic sections. A maximum reduction of
about 40 percent in width wa found
on tho e leave which received PMA
pray. The effect of this chemical
la ted about 5 w ek at dimini hing
rates.
A econd test of the effectiven
of PMA a an antitran pirant wa
made by tudying th rat of upward
water movem nt. Water movement
wa e timated by timing the pa age
of a heat pul e which wa introduced
into the water-conducting tissue by
hypodermic need I . We found quite
a bit of variation between the ix
treated and six control trees in ap
velocitie depending on the crown
size expo ure to un and time of
the year. But the ov rail averages
of the dayHme reading show a reduction of about 50 percent in those
tree which were sprayed.

Figure 2. A water-base solution of phenylmercuric acetate (an antitranspirant) was sprayed on one V2-acre plot once each year.

Another method of evaluating the
effect of antitran pirant spray is
to compare the a onal 10 s of soil
moi ture before and after treatment.
The 10 e in oil moi ture for each
plot are given in table 1.

TEST RESULTS

The diff rences between plots are
quite mall; and becau e of the naturally great variation in oil moi tur
from point to pint, we cannot conclud ,that praying produc d a ta56

Figure 3. Partially closed stomates of PMA -s pray treated aspen leaves
are shown at left. The open stomates of untreated leaves are shown at
right .
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Table 1.

Soil moisture depletion in 6-foot profile, in inches

ti ticall~ imp rtant rcducti n
m i tur I

Control
plot

Sprayed
plot

Difference

1966 (year before treatment)

9.6

10.6

1.0

1967 (June 28 through Sept. 20)

8 .6

9.0

0 .4

1968 (June 13 through Aug . 8 )

3.1

3 .4

0 .3

Treatment year

In

il

r e that in I ~ 6, withnt that th pi t \ hi h
ree i
the antitran pi rant
in h m re f iI mit u r
ntr I pi t. In 1967 and
\ h n
n pi t wa
diff ren e dr pp d 1
. inch. Thi ug o t that
a rath r mall aving ab ut if:! inch.
result d from praying.
Mercuric e )mp lind. . . lIch a.
PM
can ha e a toxic ff ct n
plant and animal at high c nc ntrati n . When u ed at O. 01 m lar

tud ugg t that mall reducti n in wat r tran pircd by a p n can b
btain d with a h lic pter pplicati n f phenl mercuric
ac tate at low c nc ntration. Thi
pll11 n i ba d, prim ril
upon
me ured diff r nce in t mat
cI ure and in light! reduced rate
f
p m v m nt. B cau of th
inherentl gr at variati n in oil
moi tur we cannot tat with certainty h w much of a
ving in
oil water thi tr atm nt might produc .

Figure 4. Water movement was estimated by timing the passage of a
heat pulse which was introduced into the water-conducting tissues of the
aspen trees by hypodermic needles.
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Although we rec iv d m pr mr ult with antitr n pirant
in
mall field t t it i not
that thi techniqu could be
ju tifi d a a manag ment practice
to increa e water ield under t da
d mand f r water. The increa d effici nc
f higher conc ntration of pra and the d livery of
a fin r mi t and m r c mpl te aturati n of the I
mu t be examined b th iol gicall and ec n mically bef rc thi appr ach to water
aving
corne. apractic .
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OUR VERSATILE
LOIS

M.

WEEDS

COX

So you om times think you have
problem! At lea t you can move
into the had if it b come too hot
in the un. You can get a drink of
water when you want it. And you
can even decid to' try a n w state
if you don t lik where you are.
Plants, from trees to lichens
aren't so fortunate. Th ir problem
all have to b olved on the pot A
plant eith r urvive wher it is, or
it di . And when 'where it i ' is
in the de ert or at high altitude a
completed life cycle has to be a
eries of triumph. Butt rcup that
germinate grow and blo om in the
snow-de rt plant that g fr m
g rmination to e d producti n in a
few days - these are among the
extremes.

Figure 1.
snow.

Some buttercups can germinate, grow, and blossom in the

But most of u wouldn't have. to
travel out of our back yard to find
plants that sh w amazing ingenuity
in solving growth and reproduction
urvival problem. A botani t at
Utah State Univ rsity Dr. Ivan
Palmblad and hi graduate tudents
are tudying orne of Utah s common plants. So far they ve been
concentrating on th ecology of eed
production. They have surveyed 105
sp cie of plants in the tate and
hav id ntifi d 15 that natur eem
to have favored in a sp cial way.
Curlyleaf dock is one of these 15,
which hav be n blessed with g rmination polymorphism. Th.i simply
mean that the members of thi
group ar not bound to a ingle pattern of germination. Cheatgra and
pigw d come into the arne cat gory which h Ips account for their
per istenc .
The germination ver atility of
the e plant dep nd upon their producing two kind of ed. One type

•
lots M. cox is Science Writer for the Utah
Agricultural Experiment Station and Division
of University Research.
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Figure 2. Curlyleaf dock produces two types of seed - quick and delayed
germination. The latter type sometimes stays in the soil for years before
deciding to grow.
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will germinate all at once, just as
soon as it has the temperature, moisture, and light conditions that it
wants. The other will germinate only
after considerable time (years, usually) has elapsed.
Occasionally one plant produces
both kinds of seed, which can rarely
be told apart by looking at them.
A given population (several individual plants in a certain area) may
produce one or the other seed, or it
may produce both within a ingle
season.
For example, a population of curIyleaf dock around Franklin, Idaho
regularly produces both quick- and
delayed- germinating e d. The delayed-action seed helps a ure urviva! of the population regardless of
a year or two of bad weather or
herbicide treatment.
Another population of curlyleaf
dock that i located we t of Smithfield, however, produces only seed
that will germinate as oon a conditions are favorable. Thi population, of cour e could be wiped out in
a single spring if all the ju t-germinating individual were methodically
destroyed.
Some plant species that do not
produce two kind of seeds compensate by putting forth tremendous
numbers of the non-delayed type.
Of th plants examined by Dr. Palmblad and hj students, yellow allyssum, mullien, and foxglove follow
this route. Others, such as the sunflower, sego lily tall lark pur, and
desert parsleys, also proouce onJy
one kind of seed. But their seeds
are designed to survive adverse conditions and not to g rminate until
the environment is highly favorable.
Plants have b n denied the mobility of animals, but ecologist ar
continually amazed by the diverse
ways they u e to cope with their exceedingly complex worlds.
PROTECT your WATER , SOil, and AIRour basic natural resources-from accidental contamination by pesticides or
other chemicals on the farm, in the
forest, or in the city.
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Pesticidesthe changing scene
JOSEPH

C.

In 1939 the Swiss scientist (later
Nobel laureate) Paul Muller, discovered the insecticidal propertie of
DDT. In the following several year ,
thi remarkable chemical underwent
unprecedented exploitation a an insecticide because of its unusual combination of propertie : wide cope of
effectiven , inexpen ive manufacture, prolonged stability to the action
of light and air which re ult in longtime residual activity and relatively
low mammalian toxicity. In reviewing the medical and agricultural u e
of DDT S. W. Simmond in 1959
wrote:
The total value of DDT to
mankind is inestimable . . . Exc pt for the antibiotics it is
doubtful that any material has
be n found which protects more
people against more disease over
a larger area than does DDT.
Most peoples of the globe have
received orne measure of benefit from thi compound either directly by protection from infectious di eases and pestiferous ineets, or indirectly by better nutrition cleaner food, and increased dis ase resistance. Irrespective
of future development, the discovery of DDT will alway remain
an historic event in the fields of
public health and agriculture.
Simmond in hi conclu ion, may
have been even more prophetic than
he ant~cipated since the current
cene find DDT, and the other
chlorinated hydrocarbon in cticides
that were developed on the basis of
DDT ucce
under attack and on
trial as the most insidiously damaging of any of the host of chemicals
cit d a contaminating the environm nt. The reaction range from restriction in variou dairying areas

STREET

to protect milk marketing (e.g.,
Arizona), to proposed statewide
ban uch as that being considered
by the Wiscon in Natural Re ources
Department. The U.S. Food and
Drug Admini tration has recently reduced tolerances for DDT in raw
agricultural commodities, and the
Department of Agriculture has cancelled many regi trations for chlorinated hydrocarbon insecticide use
a well a reducing it recommendations for their u e.
In the face of such trends and
event , what i the future for these
pe ticides in agriculture? Is there
any likelihood that p sticide usage
generaIly will be modified? The
an wers can possibly be anticipated
through an examination of the current challenge to the use of chlorinated pesticid and a consideration
of the alternatives to their use in
agriculture.

ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY

DDT and the other chlorinated
hydrocarbon in ecticides are produced in large, though unknown,
quantities throughout the world. The
U.S. production has been roughly
270 million pounds yearly for the
principal types (DDT plus the aldrin-dieldrin group) during the past
5 year. The application of these in
the U.S. as estimated by disappearance from the market is abollt half
the production. Although recent evidence indicate that the u e of DDT
it elf ha declined markedly, the overall use of chlorinated hydrocarbon
insecticides ha not changed greatly.

•
JOSEPH C. STREET is a Professor in the Department of Animal Science, Utah State University, logan, Utah.
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Application of the combined gr lip
continue to exceed that of all other
cIa e f in ecticid taken together.
Their p pularity warrants sp cial
concern beau e many of the common chlorinated hydrocarbon insecticide ar uffici ntly table to peri t in the environm~nt for several
month or more. Thi could result
in the carry-over from one crop year
to the next of pr viou ly appli d, but
not yet com pI tely degraded , peri tent re idu . A teadyaccumulation of r idues in the environment
thu eem a po ibility with the continuing u e of uch p ticides. Such
accumulation i fear d by many although the tr nd of residu lev I in
the environment is not known.

readily ab orb"d but lowly metabolized (degraded) by organisms.
Any exces over what can be degraded and xcr ted is stored in body
fat.
Biomagnification of the pesticide
r sidue concentration occurs as organi ms at each level of a food chain
con urn lower member in quantitie far exceeding their own biorna s. In other word each organism in the food chain ingests and
burns up large amount of food
with orne of the p ... ticide re idu s
in that food r i ting degradation.
The e residues then concentrate. in
the lipid (fat) of the higher organ-

The cons quences of a prolong d
accumulati n could be serious ince
plant do take up some residues
from oil and wat r and pa s these
on in turn, to animal consuming
the plant. In this manner, food
and animal feed can and have become contaminated with chlorinated
uch
insecticide r idu . To dat
contamination ha been g nerally
minimal. It has however, sometime
reached ) vel d tectable in raw agricultural commoditie , occa ion ally
exceeding Jegal tolerances for the
residues involved. Some example
are endrin in both carrots and soyb an and aldrin (dieldrin) in potatoe grown in oil previou ly treated
with tho e insecticide and heptachlor epoxid in milk from cows that
wer fed alfalfa hay produced on
land previou ly treated with heptachlor.

i m. The process repeats itself as
that organism becomes food for a
till high r organi m, and so on. By
this process animals near the top of
food chains can develop substantial
pesticide concentrations in their
body fat; concentrations sufficient to
poison the animal if the body fat
re erve is suddenly required. Many
migrating birds, for example, utilize
mo t of their body fat reserves during migratory flights, and some occa ionally appear to develop pesticide intoxication and die.
This biomagnification process occurs in humans as well as wildlife.
The human population however, en-

~

Ii

ANIMALS~ PLANTS

THE CUMULATIVE EFFECT
IN ANIMALS
Figure 1.

Though their accumulation in
soils or wat r generates problems,
the residues of these persistent pesticides have even more serious implications because they are also accumulated by plants and animals,
and are magnified in concentration
by organisms in food chain. The
chemical and phy ical nature of
these pesticides is such that they are

60

When a pesticide chemical is released, it becomes subject to
chemical and biological degradation. Chemicals resistant to degradation
may persist for several months or years before becoming completely decomposed. During such long periods, redistribution of the persisting chemical throughout all parts of the environment is possible. DDT, for example,
is carried by soil particles into surface water (streams, lakes, and eventually the ocean); it also slowly vaporizes into the atmosphere. living organisms facilitate redistribution by concentrating the chemical. Although the
overall redistribution may be outlined schematically, the importance of
each transfer and its magnitude is largely unknown, even for such a widely
distributed compound as DDT.
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joys an important distinction from
other animals-the pesticide residue
levels in its food supply ar legally
regulated and carefully controll d.
Consequently, the pe ticide accumulation in human fat i kept within
low levels not considered harmful.

REPRODUCTIVE DISORDERS

Effects of accumulated r idu
on wildlife reproduction are of p cial concern since reasonable evidence from a few sp cies indicates
that these effects may occur with
residue levels much lower than tho e
producing death. Exposure of usceptible species to even relatively
low levels of certain pesticide re idues (notably DDE) may cause
changes in bioch mi try phy iology
or behavior that can b deleterious to
the population as a whole though
less than lethal to the individual animal. Impaired bird reproduction by
an induced thinning of egg hells and
poor survival of newly hatch d fi h
are cases in point.
Only a few cases of eriou ly
thr ate ned pecies in wildlife populations can be cle.arIy attributed to
persi tent p ticide residue. Neverthele s, the e ca es are vi wed by
many a clear warnings that other
pecies are probably endangered and
that continued widespread u e of
such persistent chemical might jeopardize much of the world s animal
and plant life.

RESIDUE PROBLEMS IN FOODS
AND ANIMAL FEEDS

For those in agriculture the greatest problem with per i tent pe ticide
has been in meeting the tolerance
allowance for re idu in raw agricultural commoditie. Ironically,
however the probl m ha not primarily affected tho who u e the pe ticide a a direct aid in crop production (the FDA urvey find only
bout 1.5 perc nt of crop ample
xc eding tolerance).
with r idu
Rather, it ha b en of m t concern
to farmer who must operate in
SEPTEMBER
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areas of mixed, intensive agriculture
whose crops and animals are thu
expo ed to indirect contamination.
The dairyman , in particular, ha
b en a frequent victim and, in some
ca es, has found it nece sary to de-·
mand a legal restriction of c rtain
p sticide u es in localized dairying
areas. Indirect contamination has
not been a serious problem to other
livestock production.
As it concerns human health, contamination of food by pe ticide residue is not pres ntly viewed as a
riou problem. It should b " empha iz d, however that this is the
direct result of the many state and
f de.ral re earch , regulatory, and
re idue monitoring activities de igned to protect the public health .
While the whole omene
of our
food i guarded by the e activiti
they do repr ent co tly burdcn to
upport as a price for u
f p ticide.

A MURKY CRYSTAL BALL

Scienti t gen rally agree that inecticid
and other p sticides wiJI
continu to b u d to meet mo t of
our in ect and other pe t probl m
of the for eeabI futur. The gr at
d mand for economical production
of food and fiber makes pe ticides
e ential and on a world ba i increa ed us i anticipated.
Ev ntually though the DDT
family' of insecticide may promote their own di appearance from
the cene. Their popularity has depended upon their unique capabilitie and th ir low cost. But a they
became more common, they also became les effective at safe levels of
application. The intended victims
w re developing resistance. And
ince th e in ect that could survive
the chemicals were the ones who reproduced ach year saw larger
population cf more resistant inect . That, in turn , encouraged the
u e of ever greater quantities of incticide .
Now knowledge of their effects in
the g neral environment, however,
makes uch prodigal applications

thoroughly unde irable. It seem
clear that use of the persistent
chlorinated hydrocarbon insecticides
hould be reduced as much as possible. But since control of some pests
i best provided by highly persistent
p ticides-one example is the protection of wood structures placed in
the ground - they should remain
available for such selective purposes.
Equipment for and methods of
applying pesticides can probably be
markedly improved. Such development would promote more accurate
placements of the chemicals, with
Ie waste and smaller amounts being discharged into the general environment.
Efforts to develop selective, nonper is tent pe ticides will continue,
probably on an increased scale.
However unless rather strong moves
are instigated to replace or reduce
u age of the per istent chlorinated
hydrocarbon pesticides, newly develop d products may appear only
lowly in agriculture. The persistent
pesticides are popular and used in
large quantities because they are low
in co t and, for many purposes, highly effective and relatively safe. Alternative material will be used freely only if they are equally effective
at equal or less cost. Program to
develop substitutes thus seem economkally unsound while the pre ent
materials are available.
Besides, replacement pesticides
can be expected to introduce their
own peculiar hazards. For example,
most now-available substitutes for
the chlorinated hydrocarbon insecticides are considerably more toxic
and present sharply increased hazards to the applicators and others
who must handle them.
Biological (or non-chemical) control of pests is frequently advanced
as the ultimate and ideal approach.
Several recent spectacular successes,
such as near eradication of the screw
worn in some areas by the sterile
male technique, give hope that other
important advances can be made.
Some of the most enthusiastic advocates of biological control techniques still admit, however, that
61

effective chemicals will remain the
mainstay of most pest control programs for the foreseeable future.
It now appears that the most
effective, safe, and environmentconscious programs of the future can
be expected to consist of integrated
biological and chemical a pects. But,
the period of rather casual u e of
chemical pe ticides, particularly the
insecticides, is undeniably drawing
to a close.. The immediate future
will probably find increasing emphasis on more selective use of all pesticides, along with stricter regulatory
procedures to guarantee that uses
are properly selective. Persistent
chemical like DDT will be to1 rated
only in much smaller amounts than
at present, and their approved uses
will be greatly restricted.

BEYOND NATIONAL BORDERS

Figure 2. When food chains involve pesticides such as DDT as well as
food, problems can result at any or all levels. Few chains of consumers
are as clearly direct as that illustrated. But certain principles hold true
regardless of complexity. As living material is transferred from one link
to another, the widely spread pesticides that are carried along become
increasingly concentrated (represented by the dots) at the higher levels.
The larger the predator, the more he must eat. More food can equal more
pesticide. And since DDT-type pesticides are metabolized slowly, the larger
animals can eventually store impressive amounts in their body fat. When
man is the last consumer in a chain, his cooking or processing procedures
sometimes modify the amounts of pesticides that he actually eats. It should
be realized that some of the pesticide is lost by degradation and excretion
from each of the organisms in the chain.
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The regulatory system for pesticide in agricultur in this country
has successfully protected public
h altho That arne system however
is not adequate to safeguard the
quality of our total environment
which i a con iderably more complex problem. Because pesticides
and other potentially polluting chemical are produced and used in all
part of the world , environmental
protection mu t be sought on a
world-wide ba is. This n ed is reinforced by recent findings that DDT
is transported in th atmo phere for
vast distances. It seems entirely
pos ibl that other, similarly peri t nt compounds may be lik wi e
tran ported from continent to continent.
Environmental cienti ts need to
obtain much mor information befor any of th polluting chemical
can b put into a tru per pective
relative to their p t ntial for damaging the environm nt. How ver,
the exp rience with pe ticid s has
cl arly hown that attention to environmental quality i an important
part of the ov raU evaluation of any
new technology.
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A WATER STORAGE STRUCTURE
FOR SMALL SYSTEMS
A.

R.

Water stQrage is Qne Qf the mQst
important segments Qf any water
sy tern. This is true, whether it be
fQr a large irrigatiQn prO'ject, PQwer
productiQn, Qr culinary water systems. The size. and design Qf stQrage
facili ties are gQvern d by QperatiQnal
requirements, and methQds and
equipment develQP d fQr one purPQse may be useful in other applications .

DEDRICK

and

C.

W.

LAURITZEN

cubic fQot per secQnd-it was decided to' CQllect the water and use it
for irrigating the grass and shrubbery
in the stadium area.
The use schedule Qf the stadium
area made it necessary to store the

drain water for convenient timing of
application. A reinforced concretelined reservoir was first considered,
but cost comparisons showed that a
steel grain bin with a plastic liner
would be more economical. Size

. RAINTRAP ADAPTABILITY

At Logan, Utah, emphasis has
been Qn the develQpment of a system for prQviding livestock drinking
water on rangelands as an integral
part of range management (1, 2, 3,
4) .1 This system, referred to' as a
raintrap, con ists Qf a catchment
area and a re ervoir for storing trapped water. S veral materials such as
Butyl rubber fiber glass, and galvanized steel, hav been investigated for
use as both the catchment apron and
stQrage reservoir. The mo t recent
develQpment has been a storage
reservoir made from a steel grain bin
fitted with a plastic membrane liner
to' make it watertight. AlthQugh develQped for a livestock range application, the stQrage reservoir is
easily adaptable to Qther uses.
The site of the new football stadium at Utah State University had
a spring area which required drainage. Since the flow from the drain
was considerable-approximately V2
1

Numbers in parentheses refer to Literature Cited.
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Figure 1. Storage tank during construction showing the concrete base,
galvanized steel walls, and an asphalt coating on the part of the wall
that will be below ground level.
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information for the storage r servoir
is shown in table 1.
BIN CONSTRUCTION

Installation of the vinyl-lined bin
is illustrated in figures 1 through 5.
The foundation for the bin consisted of a concrete base in the bottom
of an excavation about 7 feet blow
ground level. The bin wa erected
in the conventional manner (figure
1). A V2-inch pia tic hos slit and
slipped over th top edge of the
ste I, protected th liner from bing
cut by the top edge. The liner was
then put in place and a o/.i -inch
pia tic ho e lit and placed over the
liner and the smaller ho e. In this
manner, ·t he liner was protected from
being cut and was anchored securely
to the top of the tank (figure 2).
Th lin r covered the concrete base
the in ide of the tank, and about 10
inch
of the outside of the tank.
Table 1.

Description of steel grain
bin lined with polyvinyl
installed at Utah State
University

The IO-inch ut ide ecti n wa.
bonded to the teel tank .
The outl t through which the irrigation water will b ... withdrawn and
an outlet for draining and cleaning
th tank were plumbed into the concrete base. Rubb r ga ket , placed
between the concrete floor and liner
and b tween the liner and the pipe
flange in ured a watertight seal (figur 3). After the vinyl liner wa in
place the roof wa erected (figure
4). Th completed torage tank before backfilling i shown in figure 5.
A crew of three to four men was.. required to erect the bin storage tank.

Table 2.

The co t of the materials used in
the construction is given in table 2
and labor co t in table 3. Labor
cost (time) i based on the effort
of a crew that have had limited experience in in tailing uch a tructure.
APPROXIMATE COSTS

The approximate unit cost of the
material are: 30-mil polyvinyl liner
about 20 cent per square foot; galvanized ste I waH -about 65 cents
p r quar foot; the roof-about 59
c nts per square foot; and the concrete base-about 60 cents per

Cost of materials used in the construction of steel grain bin fiHed
with polyvinyl liner

Corrugated steel grain bin, 14 gage, 4 rings high ............ ............ $ 600.00
Galvanized roof for liner, 24 feet ........... _........... ....... ......... .......... .
264.32
Polyvinyl liner, 30 mil ..... ........ .. _................................................... .
276.61
Base for bin, concrete including plumbing supplies
used in outlet ......................... ......................................... ....... .
272.78
Asphalt coating on outside of bin below ground surface ............. .
5.00
Plastic pipe used to hold vinyl liner over top edge of bin ........... .
8.16
TotaL .................... ...... ........... .......................................... $1,426.87

Capacity .................. 35,630 gallons
Diameter .............................. 24 feet
Depth ....................... _...... 10.64 feet
(4 rings high)
Galvanized steel ring
thickness ........................ 14 gage
Polyvinyl liner
thickness ...... _..................... 30 mil

1/2" split plastic
hose

3/4" split plastic
hose
• ---Polyvinyl liner

Liner bonded to side
of res ervoir
Side of reservoir

Figure 2. Polyvinyl liner over top edge of steel wall showing the cut plastic pipes which hold the liner in place.
Roof trusses are in place.
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square foot. The cost per unit volume of storage was about 4 cents
per gallon for materials and 2.3 cent
per gallon for labor for a total co t
of 6.3 cents p r gallon.
The co t of the torage re ervoir
could b ... further reduced by eliminating orne part. Sev raj bin of
thi type lined with polyvinyl ar being u ed a evaporation tank by the
Agricultural R s arch Service at Logan, Utah. In the e in tallation , the
liner rest on an earth ba e rather
than on a concrete lab. No mea urable Jeakag has occurred during
2 years. In some instances, the roof
might b eliminated, depending on
the primary function of the tank.
The roof was installed on the stadium reservoir for safety reason .
The life of the tank is dependent
upon several factors. The galvanized steel wall should la t for 25
year or more, dep nding on the
oil condition, e pecially if the outide i coated with a phalt to the
ground lin uch as wa done in the
job described. The life of the polyvinyl liner- haded by the roof in
the case illustrated-should be ] 5
years or more. It is nece ary to protect vinyl liner from the sun, if prolonged life i expected. If a liner
with a longer service life is desired
or if the tank is to be op n a butyl
rubber lin r hould be used.

Table 3.

Labor cost for cons~ruction of steel grain bin fitted with polyvinyl
liner

Item

Man hours

Excavation
Backhoe
Construction of concrete base *
Erection of walls of bin *
Fitting of vinyl liner and
installation of roof*
Painting asphalt coating on bin

Cost

15
15
70
80

$ 56.50
150.00
217.00
200.00

80
4

200.00
13.70

Total

$837.20

* Crew of three to four men required for these items

Figure 3. Outlet and drain in the bottom of the storage tank after the
liner was in place.
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be allayed with a quick technological
fix but thi usually just shifts the
place or tim of the problem and
may even add to its complexity intead of eliminating it.

COX

A PHILO OPHY IN ACTION

Part 2
1s.an

attitud~

loward nature and all living thin s, e 'olog provide
for the future. It is concerned with every participant
In. a glven en~/ron,:"ent, from weather phenomena to soil organisms, and
wah the relatIOn hlPs that develop from their intera lion . Ecolo
therefore, embra e man scien e
The diverse ecolog -oriented re ear h at USU i unified b a hared
recognition of the interdependence that ham terize the natural worldincluding man. This series of articles illustrates that inlerdependen e and
shows how the ecological attitude benefit each of us.
~ reall~tlc pers~ectlve

Several ecologi t at Utah State
University are becoming involved in
an effort that re emble trying to
learn a foreign language from a r~
luctant teach r with fragm ntary
t xtbook. A part of th Int rnational Biological Program (IBP) for
deserts th e ecologi t are working
in Curl w Vall y - a part of the
Great Ba in d ert in Utah and
Idaho.
The que tion that IBP cologi t
are a king of their enigmatic teach r
include: Why and how do your animal plant, oil and climate produce your moothly operating ecoy tern? Which of your part are
lea t, and mo t, e ntial to the
whole? Can you (the desert) be
made more productive (from the
human point of view) without being
destroyed in the process?
When the re earch is completed
- probably within a 5 to 10 year
period - the ci nti t
hould be
able to e.v aluat wheth r disruption
of a de rt eco y tern, uch a conver ion to conventional agriculture,
modification to enhance recreational appeal or the introduction of
hou ing d velopment ar advi able

•
LOIS M. COX is Science Writer fo r t he Utah
Agricultural Ex periment Station and Division
of Un iversity Resea rch.

in t rm of long-rang
far.

eser

human wel-

Unfortunat ly no on can provide
guarante d valid an wer to manyided que tion by invoking cry tal
ball medium or ouija board. So
until ecologi ts becom more fluent
in the language of the des rt they
will hav to continue breaking their
big qu tion into little ones answering tho e and then re ynth izing toward the ultimat goal.

AN EXERCISE IN COOPERATION

That i the approach advocated
by the International Biological Program (rBP). The IBP involve biologi t from 55 nations, with each
participating nation pur uing pecial
int re t . All of the programs however are coordinated toward the
general goal of increa ing food upplie while keeping the world a fit
place for human life. And attaining
that goal require an understanding
of the biological proce es that produce and u tain the world we know.
Th IBP was organiz d, at least
partly, b cau e of a growing realization that nvironments throughout
the world are inextricably interdep ndent. A local probl m can often

For example, an industry may
olve its wa te dispo al problem by
dumping in the adjac nt river.
Down tream u er of the water then
have to figure out how to live with
the pollution. Or offshore winds
may keep a coastal town free of the
air pollutant it produces, but farmer a few miles inland suffer crop
damage. Or a hift to nuclear power
may liminate oot only to pose the
far more difficult question of what
to do with the hot nuclear wastes.
Wh n the United State decided
to take part in the IBP, it sponsored
~wo categorie of long-term ecologIcal res arch. One is concerned with
human adaptability the other with
the environment.
The USU Curlew Valley work i
part of th environmental effort
which include r s arch on the ecologie of gra land tundra three
typ of fore t and de rt. Director of the United States' IBP desert
tudies i Dr. David W. Goodall.
Dr. Goodall, an ecologi t specializing in system analysi is now a
member of the USU Ecology C nter.

DISSECTION AND
RECONSTRUCTION

With the help of computers, the
sy terns analy is approach allows a
problem olver in any field to consid r most if not all, of the factors
likely to influence a situation. For
example a d ert ecosystem dep nd , as do all natural ecosystems,
upon the sun s radiation for the "go'
in it energy budget. Some of the
incoming energy from the sun i converted by plants to edible, energybaring tissues. The plant tissues are
UTAH
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then eaten by in eets bird rodent ,
and other animals, som of whom
are ultimately eaten by people. A
system analy i of a de ert may thu
have to incorporate 100 to 200
species of plants 100 pecies of terrestrial animal , everal hundred
sp cie of in ect and bird plus
multiple weather ph nomena
oil
types and characteri tic , and fluctuating bodie of water.

how contempl ated ch ~m ge (re e ding irrigating grazing hou ing development) would affect de ert
over tim e. And de ert land uch a
Utah's approximately 40 million
acr
will b... increa ingly coveted
by an expanding populati n that
want to exploit it agricultural
and hou ing potenti al.

To do a sy tern anal y i
the
nece ary facts about the factor and
th eir interaction have to b tranlated into equations and programmed into the computer. Then the
ailaly t can hypothe ize certain
changes and h ave the compute r
simulate, or predict, what would result. Thi technique h a becom indi pen able to th Defen e Depa rtme,nt, large corporation
economi t and planner in many field .
0\1 ecologi t a re going to u
it.

SOME SPECIFICS

To maximiz the productivity
their tim and money the IBP de rt
ecologi t are trying to ta k ev ral
te.ps imultaneouly. They plan to
monitor ' undi turbed
repr entativ de e rt and their inh abitant t
g t an idea of th e natural s a onal
and annual vari ation in each a rea .
They also ar de igning in-depth
tudie of plant and anim al that are
esp ci ally ignificant to each typ of
de rt.

Con truction of an acc ptably
c mpr hen ive model of North
American de rt land will obviou Iy
require trem ndo u amount of data
and time . But all journ ey tart with
a ingle t p - and th e lBP fir t
tep i cheduJ ed f r 1970.
During th at yea r per onnel from
univer itie in Utah Id aho W yoming
w Mexico Ari z na and Califo rni a will be g thering data from
repre entati ve ar a in url ew Valley ( in Utah and Idaho . Pin V a]-

I Y ( in outh rn Utah )' Tuc on
Basin , Arizona; Hanford R ese rvation, Wa hington ' and Jornada, New
M xico. In m any ca e , the worth
of a p ecific project will not b realiz d until it r ult are combined
with tho e of anoth r don e el ewhere
by omeone 1 e. Th int rdependence of the p rt of a de ert i thus
bing mirrored by the ecologists who
are trying to understand the whole .
Monitoring equipment ( to m a ure micro- and macroclimate ) will
be in tailed and stand ardized obervation of plant and animal popu lation will be made within all five
loca tion . At th same time p cific
plants and animal will be studied
both in the fi eld and in laboratorie .
After monitoring for 1 year the
ecologi t will have a base line
again t which they can check their
prelimin a ry equ a tio n and mathematical mod I . on i tent monitoring over 5 to 10 ea r will provide
an increa ingly valid ba e line for incr a ingly ophi tic at d model . Th

The monitoring wiU provide quantitative ba e-line data about the
de ert. The in-depth tudi will define· the operation of individual
pecie - for exampl preci ely how
much of what food doe a ce rtain
peci s of bird or in eet need each
day.
R e ult of the monitoring and the
in-depth tudi e will eventuall y b
conve rted into form dig tible by
computer and pr liminary m athema tical model of limited dese rt
eco y tern will b de rived. Once
their validity i confirm d the prelimina ry form will be combined into
the ultimate, comprehen iv model
of North American de e rts.
With that kind of model , planners
could predetermine instead of gu s
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Figure 1.

Offshore winds may keep a coastal town free of the air pollutants it produces, but farmers a few miles inland suffer crop damage.
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An ecos stem that is dependent on
the sun's radiation can be likened to
a community dependent on an externaL source of dollars. In each case,
a disturbance at any Level will affect
the other Levels, but it can sometimes
be exceedingly difficult to estimate
those effects beforehand.
For example, if the dollars coming to agriculture or to manufactur-=::;:.~:::;::~;;:;;:~:;t:!"=~~~ ing are decreased drastically how
will it affect the local car dealer or
~~~_iiic grocer? Or, if shadscale or Indian
-=:'~rHJ~~~;g~~i
ricegrass are removed from a desert
ecosystem, how will the sparrow
hawk or badger populations be
affected? In both cases valid prediction is well nigh impossible because
the effects are not direct. In the community, the effects are translated
through such enterprises as a chemicaL manufacturing firm or a machine
j~~~~;!~~ manufacturer. The desert's intervenII
ing Htranslators" might include kangaroo rats and grasshoppers.
Systems analysis techniques facilitate the necessary predictions. A systems analyst, given enough facts
about enough relevant factors, can
translate what is known about .a

complex situation into equations.
Programmed for those equations, a
computer can then predi t how a decrease in the production of an industrial concern will ultimately affect a
ttluxur ' water sport business, or
how a substantial destruction of
shadscale will affe t a skunk or
coyote population. The computer's
capabilities allow it to incorporate
far more of the characteristicall innumerable interactions than can be
suggested in an illustration.
By turning to a s stems analysis
technique personnel of the International Biological Program for the
desert thus hope to accomplish the
heretofore impos ible. They expect
that eventuall (5 to 10 ears) they
will be able to predict for all levels
of the desert ecos stem and with acceptable accuracy, the likely effects
over time of any possible modification. Only then can we make truly
intelli ent judgments about how we
can best utilize these fragile lands
without pointlessly destroying them
and their inhabitants in the process.
(The con ept for this illustration was
formulated by Fredri H. Wagner,
Professor of Wildlife Resources.)

and western meadowlarks. The kind
and amount of food consumed and
it utilization in the body will be determined with reference to the influence of weather ex and age.

model in all case , will be based
largely on the in-depth work.
For example the Curlew Valley
record may show that rabbits thrive
every year in which the rainfaJl i
heavier than ave rag . If the model
doesn t predict this ituation the
model would have to be examined
for its source of error.

USU IN THE ISP

Mo t of the USU re earch contribution to th IBP de ert work will
be center d on the Curl w Vall y.
Shad cale winterfat big ag bru h
and cheatgra
are chedul d for
field and laboratory inv tigation.
The USU plant cologi t want to
know why the e plant grow where
and a they d . Th yare now d igning in trument to help them di cov r how variation in leaf temperature wind, moi ture, oil nutrient
and light intensity and quality affect
the growth of each species.

Figure 2. A computer will not accept data for procesing unless it is
presented in the correct form.

jackrabbit with weather, veg tation
population d n ity and other ecological factor in Curlew Valley and
I ewh reo
Thr e p cie of bird common to
Curl w Valley will be tudi d in detail both in the field and in the laborator . Thi re earch will involve
telemet ring the heart rate of freeliving horned lark . age parrow

Re earch on growth and survival
pattern of desert in ects and annual
gra es i to be tarted on other sites
by personnel from the other cooperating universities. Insects especially
gras hopper,
warrant
intensive
tudy because they are so critical to
the de ert normal energy budget
a both consumers and suppliers.
The gras e fill another vital niche
inc they convert radiation moisture and soil nutrients into food for
other de ert inhabitants.
Although algae generally are
thought of a a ociated with watery
environments, certain specie thrive
in arid de ert oil. To date howev r no one ha found out preci ely
how the e algae fit into the energy
budget of a d ert. A USU ecologi t

On the animal side of the desert
energy budget 'least chipmunks
and black-tailed jackrabbits will receive sp cial attention. These particular chipmunk are apparently one
of the mo t important herbivores in
Curlew Valley. The problem is to
find out why.' During 1970 ecologi t at Utah State hope to define
th exi ting population in a representativ area, it activity patterns
and its mortality and birth rates.
The data would th n be correlat d
with information accumulated by
other ecologi ts on weather vegetation and general habitat.
Two r earch project will be devoted to the perva ive black-tailed
jackrabbit. One on food con umpti n will include five rodents and be
managed by Idaho State and Univer ity of Wyoming per onne!. The
other will be an xten ion of an inprogre USU study. The USU inve tigators will be mea uring relative
growth rate of comparabl rabbit
captur d in different tate. They
will al 0 correlate variation in th
reproductive rate of black-tailed
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Figure 3. Certain desert-inhabiting algae can take in atmospheric nitrogen (N :!) and combine it with hydrogen or oxygen. The combined nitrogen
can then be used by other desert plants.
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for photo ynth i. Air movement
(wind) will be mQnitQred above and
within plant cQmmuniti . Attention
will al 0' be giv n to variations in
radiation inten ity-their extent and
t"le rea on for tneir Qccurrenc
within a mall agebru h-dominated
eco y t m. Surfac temp rature Qf
plant and
iJ will be record d
and corr lat d with the radiati nand
wind data.

hQpes to' h lp sQlve this puzzle in
Curlew Valley. After defining which
algae pecie are pre nt he will
CQncentrate. Qn tho known to be
able to 'fix atmosph ric nitrQg n.
The e algae sQmehQw CQnv rt ga eous nitrogen intO' inorganic nitr gen
salts that can b u ed by plant . Hi
experiments will utilize variation in
light quality and quantity pH alinity and temperature to ch ck on
algal activitie . The USU algae work
will be coordinated with the Qverall
program but particularly with research by a California cienti t. The
ampl
Ca1ifornian drawing hi
frQm alI the re earch ite will b
inve tigating the po ible role Qf
algae in helping to' tabilize de rt
SQil .

WILDLIFE NOTES

Th raccoon dip it food in
wat r to facilitate dige tiQn, nQt
to wa h it. The animal ha po rly
developed aliva gland.

•

Charle Darwin Qnce rai ed 2
p rate plant b I nging to' fiv
different pecie from a mud ball
tak n out Qf th plummage Qf a
bird.

•

TOWARD A SYNTHESIS

Succ fu] completion f the rearch and monitoring proj ct prQpo ed for the fir t y ar Qf the JBP
d rt program will make ecological
hi tor . Th c mpl xitie Qf a de ert
ec y t m will hav b gun to mov
tQward a c mput rized tran latiQn.
Final conclu ion about how a d rt
k p it n rg budget in balanc
h wev r will r quir far mor dtail ab ut f r m re I m nt than
can b acquired in a ear. But with
continu d co peration among th
ci nti t and their in tituti n th
d rt will e entuall b d ciph red.
Th n c mput rand
imulation
techniqu
can b put to w rk t
f the
h Ip u make n ibl u
land
with ut d troying their
charact r.

The un radiation i
definitive
f any de ert xi tenc that a S
biometeor I gi t will b ... gin dir ctly
inve tigating it influence in urlew
a de rt
Valley in 1970. Becau
t pically upport a v g tation of
1 w growing h rb and gra e with
mor r Ie rand mly paced hrub
or cacti air flow and radiation can
vary wide] within maH di tance .
The inve tigatQr will th refor
work initially n a micro cal m a uring incoming radiation in term Qf
what i a ailable to individual plants

The large t catfi h in the wQrld
th paraiba f South Am rica r port dly grow to 10 fe t in
1 ngth and w igh up to 500
pound.

•
The Arctic tern CQver m r
than 22 00 mile Qn it annual
round trip fr m the Arctic to the
ntarctic.

•

Mo t wild turk y can b
and aged by th ize and ther
charact ri tic of the lower I g.

•
Th
I ad - colQred bu htit
p nd 4 day wQrking with a
quart r-inch bill to build a p ndant n t 10 inche IQng.

•

FOUR KEYS TO PESTICIDE SAFETY

~
~
.

j

iir,~

... -

.

~

~

J.

READ THE LABEL ON EACH
PESTICIDE CONTAINER BEFORE
EACH USE. Follow instructions;
heed all cautions and warnings.
Why read the label each time?
Because the chemical nature of

. \ pe.tidde. .nd ,he;, u". '''Y

\

greatly. You should refresh your
mind each time on the materi.I's
specific uses .

STORE PESTICIDES IN THEIR
ORIGINAL, LABELED CONTAIN. ,
US. Keep them out of Ihe reach $ 1
of children and irresponsible
~ •
people . They cannol be properly identified unless they are
.
in origin.1 labeled containers. I
LocK pesticides in a shed away
.
from feed, seed, and other f.rm
supplies.

I
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I

APPLY PESTICIDES ONLY AS DI·
RECTED. Apply them only to the
crops specified, in amounls
specified and at times specified
in label instructions, or by your
agricultural authorities.

DISPOSE OF EMPTY CONTAIN·
ERS SAFELY. It is almosl impos·
sible to remove all malerial from
~
• container. " Empty" containers
contain small amounts of pesti·
cides which could harm children
or animals who might get into ~
.
them . II is besl to dispose of
empty containers by burying
" " .,.....' • #~
them at least 18 inches deep in
an isolated area provided for
this purpose away from waler
supplies
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ELECTRICITY
IN fISHERY RESEARCH
AND MANAGEMENT
W . F . SIGLER

In writing of electricity and it
u es in fi h ry r earch a very bri f
revi w of th principl of electricity
may b in order. There are two
ba ic type of el ctric current alt rnating and dir ct· both ar of inter t in I ctric fi hing. Eith r of
th e current may b continuou or
interrupted. In practice interrupted
dir ct current j g n rally capacitor
di charged. Th
ntial diff rence
b tw n th two current is that alt j'nating current ha a continuing
chang in p larity or direction of
flow ' wherea with dir ct curr nt
th conv nti nal flow j from po iti (anode) to n gative (cathode).1
Mo t I ctric curr nt to hou
in
the nit d Stat
i 110 volt 60
cycle alt mating' wh rea the number of cycl in I ctric fi hing machin range from 60 to 450. A
cycle i one complete p riod of rever al from po itive to negativ and
back again p r second. Direct current may not be tran formed to a
high r or lower voltage. Commercial
direct curr nt i g n rally eith r 110
or 220 volt. A volt i defin d as the
unit of lectromotiv force or pot ntial diff rence which will cause
a current of 1 ampere to flow
1

through a conductor with a re i tance of J ohm. An amp r i d fined a the tandard unit for mea uring an 1 ctric current· that i the
amou nt of curr nt dri en by 1 olt
thr ugh a re i tanc of 1 ohm. A
watt i defin d a a unit of el ctric
power qual t a curr nt of 1 amper und r 1 volt of pres ure (volt
x amp = watt . al 0 PR and/ or
V:'/ R.

u attenti n after th Fir t World
W r ( 191 ) mo t f the progre
ha b n made ince World War II
(1946). A Briti h pat nt for I ctric fi hing wa fir t gra nt d in
1 95' the earli t r liabl date f
an I ctric creen in the United
tate wa 1917. Pul d el ctric
current wa fir t u ed in th lar
1920 (Vibert 1967).

HISTORY OF ELECTROFISHING

USES OF
ELECTRICITY IN FISHERIES

The ff ct f lectric curr nt on
the orientation and movem nt of
fi h wa fir t d crib d by Mach
(175) H rman (1 5) and H rmann and Mattia (1 94).
1though 1 ctric fi hing attract d ri-

lectricity ha many u
in fi hri
re earch and manag m nt
om light and oth r quit important. Th e includ : (I) control/ing
fi h movem nt and activiti
b
el ctric creen . (2 acti ity record;

According to Web ter an electrode is
either terminal of an electric ource,
an anode i the po itive terminal,
and a cathode the negative terminal.
For ea y reading the term electrode
here generally applies to either of the
two pole of alternating electric CUI'
rent. The terms cathode (negative
pole) and anode (po itive pole) apply
to direct current.

•
W. F. SIGLER is a Professor and Head, Department of Wildlife Resources, Utah State
University, Logan, Utah .
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Figure 1. Electrical "shocker" equipment can be used on small streams
to sample the fish populations without damage to the fish themselves.
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( 3) narcosis for fish handling; (4)
electrified tuna hooks and whaling
harpoons; (5) dir ct current electricity to draw fish to the mouth of
suction pumps after they have been
caught in purse seine ; (6) electrocution of the catches to improve the
quality of the fle h;- (7) counting
migrating fish; and (8) harvesting
and censusing. A practical u of
the electric fi hing machine is the
rescue and transplanting of fi h from
low water.
REACTION OF FISH
TO ELECTRIC CURRENTS

A omewhat oversimplified statement is that there are thre_ basic
ways in which fi h react to direct
electric current: (1) they may be
rep Jled; (2) they may b led toward the po itive pole or repelled
from th negative pole; or (3) they
may be narcotized. In a field of
alternating current, fi h exhibit
either teps (l) or (3) but never
(2) .
The reaction of a fi h to a continuou flow dir ct curr nt i a fluttering of th entire body when the
fi h lie parallel with the direction of
the current; but if they lie tranver ely to the dir ction of current
they turn their head toward the
anode (Hal band 1967). Reaction
when the fi h i parallel to the direction of the current i that of
wimming toward the anode (Ha kell et al 1954). This r action is
termed galvanotaxi . If the fi hare
transver e to the line of force they
do not inevitably wim toward the
anode' ometime they do so only
when a new timulu is applied.
When the fi h b-.-com incapable of
movement thi
term d lectronarco is.
2

The electrocution of ardine in a purse
eine prevent truggling and therefore
10 of scale which decrea e market
value. It i al 0 reported that the keeping qualit y of electrocuted fi h i better,
but the y hould be packed in ice at
once becau e. according to the Japan e e, when rigor morti i ended, decompo ilion proceed
more rapidly
than normally killed fi h (Dethloff,
1959).
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In a laboratory study by Haskell
and Ade·lman (1955) rapid (180
per econd) pulses of direct curr nt produced movement toward the
electrode at about 20 percent 'lower
voltages than did low (1 per econd) pul es. Very high pulse produced quicker anesthesia and less
reliable movement toward the anod .
However, this is not always true.
In highly resistive waters high pul e
rate· are effective in producing reliable movement toward the anod .
According to Halsband (1967)
the initial reaction of a fish to interrupted direct current, with pulses
of a square wave form or in the
shape of capacitor discharges or
quarter-sine waves, is spa modic
quivering of the body. Other oberver believe the initial reaction of
fi h subjected to above thre hold
current is extremely varied. The
cond according to Halsband is
that the fish turn and swim toward the anode. This is only true
when the puIs s have a rapid growth
and a low decay. When the pulse
ha a low growth and a rapid decay
the fi h wim toward the cathod .
In marine ( alt wat r) fi h however
the movement i toward th anode.
Other workers believe the "low
growth and rapid decay pul e hape
i the mo t effectiv in fre h water.
In theory fi h lying parallel to
the line of force in an alternating
current hould face the positive and
negativ electrode a many time
per econd a the current alternate.
Thi i obviously impo ible becau e
of the time-re pon
element. In
practice alternating current repel
fish from both electrode and their
re pon e i erratic and more or Ie
random.
DIFFERENT CURRENT EFFECTS

Direct current capacitor dicharge have the great t neurophy iological effect on fi h. N xt in
effectivene i a continuou flow of
alternating current and la tly a continuou flow of direct current. Capacitor di charge have the maximum physiological effect on the

nerve and the weakest residual
effect on the fi h. For this reason
thi type of current is particularly
uitable for electric fi hing (Burn tt 1959) . Some investigators
howev r, hav found that continuous
flow direct current i more efficient
in treams which are bru hy and/or
turbid.
Wh n the conductivity of the
water i Ie s than that of the fish,
current lines are deflected toward
-the fi h. When the conductivity of
the water is greater than that of the
fi h, the fish deflect the lines of
force into the surrounding field and
con equently there is greater densi{y
in it vicinity than elsewhere.
FACTORS AFFECTING
ELECTROFISHING

In electric fishing the essential
factor are: (1) the typ of current
and waveform; (2) r istance of the
water; (3) number and ize of electrod ; (4) ize and species of fish'
(5) topography and dimension of
the body of water' (6) the size of
the machine producing the current;
and (7) the experience and efficiency of the operator .
Two monograph have been developed by Cuinat (1967) to aid
builder and operators of electric
equipment (figure 2 and 3). ~ When
the number of electrode and the
water r i tance i known, an e timate may be made of exterior reistance voltage current and power
requirements.
The resistance of the water is governed by its temperature and the
amount of electrolytes that it contains. Some high mountain lakes
have a resistance of 10,000 ohms/
ems; sea water has a resistance of
about 10 ohms/ems. When the resistance is high, it takes a high volt3

Permission to use in a publication contained in "AUTHORIZATION TO REPRODUCE F AO COPYRIGHTED
MATERIAL" dated 23 June, 1969, and
igned F. N. FitzGerald Chief Editorial Branch, Publications Division,
Food and Agriculture Organization of
the United Nations, Rome, Italy.
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age to force an electric current
through the water. On the other
hand, a high amount of electrolyte
(very low resistance) requires a
considerable amount of electric current because the current is dissipated
within the electrolytes." The resistance of the water measured in ohms
is determined by the amount of elec~
trolytes or total dissolved solids
(TDS) in the water. Machine output is important but the electric
gradient, that i volts p r centimeter
or inch in the water or amperes/
cm 2 is the crit rion of performance
of an electric hocker. The factor
that effect the machine performance
are: the size and number of electrodes, the space between them, and
the waveform of ·the voltage or current.

o .) ONE ANO DE I

Example: fishing with two anodes in water
with resistivity of 10,000 ohm/em.
With a ruler join the left-hand column at
"2 anodes" with 10,000 ohms in the resistivity column. The reading from right to left
will be :
- ~p;~x~mate total tension necessary

oJ

TWO ANOD ES

- approximate
external
resistance
= 150 ohm
- ~p{.~x;.,mate corresponding intensity

I

- approximate corresponding power =
2kW.
(Keeping approximately the same tension
for a given water resistivity (It is admitted
that the cathode is far from perfect) there is
a marked decrease In fish ing efficiency
around each anode when the number of
anodes Is increased Simultaneously.}
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Figure 2.

This diagram shows the DC current and voltage requirements
when electric fishing under ordinary conditions (fresh water with high
resistance). The cathode consists of two to three grids, each about Y2 meter
square. The anodes are rings about 30 to 40 centimeters in diameter. The
distance from the anode to the cathode is greater than 20 meters. The
stream is wider than 2 meters.
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(Same InstructIons as In Fig. 2 With the
use of a very good cathode, the fishing
efficiency around each anode hardly decreases when the number of anodes used is
Increased simultaneously).
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Figure 3, Given the same stream conditions, a 20-percent gain in efficiency can be obtained by increasing the size of the cathode to 10 square
meters of wire netting and making each anode 40 to 45 centimeters in
diameter.
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As water conductivity increases
th pow r demand incr ases and a
generator already fully loaded shows
a voltage d crea e. Wh n a direct
current ge nerator i load d to capacity an increa e in the number of
anode and con equent incr ase in
total ize of the anodes causes a
voJtag
decrea e. However the
numb r of anod can be increased
without howing a voltage decrease
if the generator is not load d to
capaci ty. From a practical standpoint a number of small anodes
rather than one large one often
hould be used. This increase the
area of the electric field and decreas s the danger to fish and operators. The number and/or size of
the anodes can be increased until
the generator is operating at full
capacity and still further if there is
a greater than required voltage
gradient around the anodes. In general these statements apply to' alternating as wen as dir ct current. In
practice, aJternating current machines have the arne number and
size of elect rod s connected to each
pole .
.. In sea water, which average about 500
times the conductivity of most fresh
water electric fi hing i restricted alma t entirely to the use of pulsed current becau e the u e of continuou flow
current require an inordinately large
power unit.
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When capacitor-di charged or interrupt d direct curr nt is u ed three
factor mu t be con id red: (1) the
pul e rate; (2) the hap of th
pul e; and (3) th duty cycl . The
pul e rate i the numb r of ch rge
p r econd, and the duty cycl i
the p riod of time within a econd
that there i a flow of curr nt. A
pUl e rat of 96 and a duty cycle
of 33 1/3 wa u d ffectiv Iy by
Taylor, t al , (1957), and R ell fDn (1958).
Th voltage gradi nt r quir d to
captur fi h with alternating current
i abDut Dne-half that n ded with
direet curr nt. In a cDmparative
tream tudy b tween alternating and
direct current in ew York Stat it
wa fDund .that alt mating may be
ff ctive (80 P rcent retwice a
cDvery) a irr gular int rmitt nt dir ct curr nt (Web t r et al 1955).
Mo t p rtable el ctric g neratDr in
th United Stat today (b th typ )
range in p w r frDm .4 to 5 KW
Patt nand Gilla pie 1966) although g d re ult in I ra I ar rep rted with a machin upplying up
to 7.5 KW (Vib rt 1967).
Th c nductivity f water and
water t mp rature ar m r or 1
a traight line r latiDn hip' that i
a th temp rature f the wat r inth cDnducti ity of th wat r
increa
at an equival nt rat . Bru ch ck (19 7) fund that in Au trian
tr am thi wa true xcept in the
pring wh n th cDnductivity f the
rapidly than the
water r e Ie
temp ratur b c u
of the mall
m unt f electr I te in th
m It. Th r p n
f br
t dir ct lectric curr nt i low in
cold water but increa
with the
t mp ratur t 5 F. A th t mpfarther th rI n 1942) . At
t direct current
range fr m p r t un ati fact al 1955).

PHYSICAL SET-UPS

uth riti
ar g nerally agr d
that th cath d can rarely b to'o
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larg' that i
within r a n bl
limit.:; It i al 0' agr d that the
cathod_ hould b di tributed over
the wide t po ible gr und urfac
and that it hould b ... in contact with
th ground in a numb ... r Df plac .
If the cathode i not bing u d a a
barri r to' fi h movem nt it ne d b
plac d on th bottDm Dnly. When
it i to be u ed a a ground and as
a fi h barrier it hould b ... in contact with th bottom a well a bing
plac d in uch a manner a to' preent an electric field against mDving
fi h. FrDm a practical tandpoint
it i ea ie t and g nerally b t to' U
twO' Dr mO're cathDd
fDr this latter
typ of op ratiDn. In any event a
numb r Df mall cathod cDnnected
in parallel ar bett r than one large
one (Cuinat · 1967). McGrath, et
al (1965) b lieve that in xtreme
e ndition of very high Dr very low
water cDnductivity the u Df two
n gative elect rod 5 fe t apart reults in increa ing th potential
gradient at th anod by up to 50
p rc nt.
Th cathode may c nit Df ne
ev ral piec
f grating of metallic material. At tah State Univerity we u e chicken wire n tting
which work w 11. It i inexp .. n ive
and can b.. t red compactly. It i
the opini n of uinat (l 967) that
their i littl practical differ nee b tw en the relative conductivity of
copp ... r iron and t I wh n u d a
eleetrod . Fr m a practical tandpint the cathod h uld b placed
a n ar th gen rator a po ibl .
Oftentime the cath de can b placd u t id the field f I ctric fi hing activity. Thi r duc pot ntial
hazard t b th op ratDr and fi h.
ral

a numb r of mall
up rior t larg one.
ar connect d by ingle
wire The p_rat r hav more m bility when u ing thi
tup and quite
;, The re i tance of the cath de can be
minimized b increa ing it
urface.
the reticall to infinit . with lit an
ri k of erl adi ng. Other thin g eing
equal; and the larger the ize f the
an de the maIler the p wer to pr du e
a gi en p tential gradient.

oft n the anod can be el ctrified
dipn t which function bDth as a
producer Df an electric field and a
m thDd Df capture. Thi latter
m thDd has be n in u e at Utah
State Univer ity ince th middle
1950. Whe.n th dipnet are electrified fi h hould be h ld in them
fDr Dnly a shDrt time.
When u ing alternating curr nt
th ize O'f the twO' electrode ShDUld
b equal. ]n practice e pecially in
wift mDuntain stream Dval hap d
lectr d p rfDrm well.

HAZARDS TO FISH

While it ha b en frequently tat d
that lectric hDcking machine are
n t harmful to' fi h (h alth reproductiDn Dr growth) thi stat ment
carrie th trDng inferenc that th y
are bing u ed accDrding to' reCDmm nded tandard. It can be ea. ily
dem n trated that fi h can be killed
with electricity in their natural envirDnm nt a well a und r labDratory cDndition
(Hauck 1949;
Pratt 1954' GDdfrey 1956). Ri k
to' fi h vary with the type of curr nt frequency (in the ca Df alt rnating current) tim Df expDsure
int n ity Df th field and perhap
mD t impDrtant Df all, exp rience Df
th Dp ratDr .
ignificant that threshDld
1 v I of current d n ity dimini h a
the iz Df th fi h incr a . it al 0'
varie with typ Df bDdy covering.
Thi i b cau larg fi h intercept a
gr ater p tential diff r nce (vDltage) than mall fi h. In an alternating curr nt fi Id fi h Dmetim s
tak a pO' iti n which i acrD s the
lin of fDrce b tween the twO' eleetr d
thereby minimizing the pDt ntial differ nee. CDntinuDu direct
current tire fi h I
than alternating or pul ed direct curr nt and th
time of cDmpl t paraly i , after the
curr nt i Dff i hort r for cDntinuou dir ct current than fDr other
type Df current. Mortality in fish
increa e with the fr qu ncy ri e in
pul e (capacitDr di charged) curr nt.
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SAFETY PROCEDURES

Danger to personnel is minimal if
recognized safety precautions are
followed. The exception perhaps is
the person with a cardiac condition.
In the United States there are no
laws regulating the safe use of electric fishiJJg machines. It is, in fact ,
difficult to find good agreement regardtng safe practices. A few general rules are well recognized, however, and should be followed.
1. Operators should wear either
rubber boats or waders.
2. Operators should wear rubber
gloves; heavy duty high voltage lineman gloves are recommended.
3. Familiarity with the operation of
the equipment and the principles of
electric fishing should be understood
by ope.rators.
4. Electric generators designed for
commercial or domestic use may
have one side of the output grounded
to the frame. This creates a hazard
when the machine is used for electric
fishing, since it can cause the supporting unit, (boat, truck or even
earth) to become "live". This
ground should be disconnected. In
addition to the hazards involved in
using a grounded machine, its performance may be erratic.
5. AU electrodes and dip net
handles should be made of non-conducive material or be insulated.
6. Pressure activated eleotric safety
switches should be available to one
operator. In addition, the electric
line should have a plug which can
be quickly disconnected. This is
necessary since' on rare occasions
safety switches malfunction.
7. An electric generator should
have a knile-blade (or other) type
switch and a fuse box Or circuit
breaker.
8. Multiple grounding in direct current machines at times produce unpredictable electric fields in the
vicinity of the generator and in the
area between the anode and the
cathode. This should be kept in
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mind by operator especially if there
a.re observers.
9. One person should be in charge
and his authority should not be questioned during an operation.

ELECTRIC FISHING IN LAKES

An electric shocking machine operated in deep water (too deep to
wade in) requires a different physical setup than ones used on shallow
streams or ponds. This is called a
boom shocker. Both personnel and
equipment are carried by a boat or
barge. This means that operators,
generators and all electrodes are
housed in a very compact space.
Further, a boat is a considerably
less stable working base than land.
Collectively, this means that procedural discipline must be precise.,
caution extreme and mental alertness
acute.

Most generators used put out 230
volts and 1500 to 5000 watts in a
60Hz alternating current. Sometimes only two electrodes are used;
one over the bow and the other near
the stern. Generally, however, either
four (figure 1) or six electrode·s are
employed. This tends to increase
th size of the field and decreases
the inten ity (voltage gradient). The
forward electrodes are attached to
one terminal and the aft ones to the
other. The total surface area of the
e.lectrodes attached to the respective
terminals should be equal. The electrodes may be a solid V2-inch rod or
a flexible cable. Heavy one-piece
rods tend to remain more nearly
vertical and therefore deeper than
lighter flexible cables, but they have
inherent problems in hallow water,
in heavy plant growth, or when
backing down. The efficiency of a
boom shocker is relatively low; perhaps 5 to 25 percent. Only under
unusual circumstances can it be used
as a quantitative ·tool. However, it
can be a very effective device for
general collections where netting or
other methods fail (Smith et aI,
1959) .

Fish react to the electric field of a
boom shocker by (1) attempting to
escape; (2) dashing about near the
surface; (3) lying immobilized at
the surface; (4) becoming narcotized and sinking to the bottom; or (5)
drifting with the current. Fish that
come to the surface must be netted
quickly because they recover rapidly, or the boat moves away from
them (Loeb, 1955). The horizontal
field of a boom shocker is relatively
small, and water depths of more
than 8 to 10 feet are generally oonidered excessive.

LAKE SAFETY

There are a number of reasons
why boat-carried electric shockers
are more dangerous than land-based
ones. Falling overboard into an electric field sometimes poses a difficult
rescue problem. The footing may be
treacherous, space to move in is
limited, rough weather or objeots in
the water are navigation hazards,
noise .from the generator and boat
motor are distracting, and limited
visibility (at night) is frustrating
(Loeb, 1957).
For these and other reasons the
following safety precautions should
be observed:
1. Always wear Coast Guard approved life jackets

2 Low-cut, easily removed rubber
footwear should be worn Hip boots
are too heavy to swim in and too
hard to get off in the water.
3. The boat should be kept neat,
store all gear and eliminate booby
'traps.
4. The light source should not be
connected to the circuit that has the
safety switches in it.
5. There should be a guard rail
around the boat, except across the
tem , that wiJ.I strike the operators
not lower than eight inches above
·the knees.
6. There should be warning devices
or signs on or near the boat for observers or people in the water. This
is especially important at night.
UTAH
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ELECTRIC FISH SCREENS

hazards such as turbines and irrigation ditches. An electric fish screen
can be imagined as an electrified
wall of water In practice -t here are
three typ .. s of electric screens: (1)
tho e intended to stop or turn back
fish; (2) those designed to direct
·fish into safe areas (passageways,
lifts, trap , etc.) (Maxfield, et al
1969) (McLain, 1957; McLain and
Nielson, 1953; and Maxfield, et aI,
1959); and (3) those d igned to
kill (Applegate, et ai, 1952).

Electricity also is used 1:0 divert
fish around or away from potential

The theoretical basis of successful
fish screens of the types 1 and 2 is

7. The bottom of the boat or the
cat-walks should be covered with
non-skid material.
8. The operators should avoid excess fatigue or drowsiness, and be
constantly alert.
9. One person should be in charge
and his authority should not be
questioned during an operation.

4'

I -----~~--------~'------~

Positive
electrodes

that the fish must be gradually introduced to the unpleasant situation
of an electric current, allowed to
learn -how to avoid it, and then behave as desired. It is important to
avoid panicking the fish or destroying their swimming abili.ty (Hartley
and Simpson, 1967). Screens for
upstreams migrants are comparatively simple, since even if the fish
i partiaJIy immobilized it will drift
back downstream and out of danger.
Downstream screens are considerably more complex. An example
are those electric screens that are
intended to prevent young salmon
from entering turbines, or irrigation
ditches located in the Columbia R:iver drainage. The third type of screen,
designed to kill, was used to combat
the see lamprey in streams tributary
to the Great Lakes.
ELECTRICITY AS AN ANESTHmC

l - -. " . . - - - - - - - Safety

switch

~----Guard

18 '

+-- - --

80"

rail

- - - ---*I.
Negative
electrodes
---'~--

Electricity may be used to narcotize fish for such operations as
tagging, weighing, examining, and
treating. Hartley (1967) uses continuous flow direct current because,
although it is the least effective type
of electricity for this operation, it is
the safest for both operator and
fish. The fish are quickly paralyzed
by direct current and can be maintained in this condition by half the
initial voltage gradient. A rheostat
in the circuit expedites the operation. Fish recover even after several
hours of narcosis. From short duration paralysis tlley almost instantly
recover.

Fish tank
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Figure 4. This drawing shows how to place direct current electric shocker
eq(Jipment on an l8-foot boat.
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NOW WE HAVE-

fREEZE-DRIED SAUERKRAUT
Sauerkraut has long been popular
in the United States where total consumption reached 200,000 pounds
in 1962. Production has dropped
since then, however, although total
consumption has increased. In recent years sauerkraut has been imported from Germany, Holland and
Yugoslavia to meet the U.S. demand.
Food technologists at Utah State
University have long been interested
in developing new food products.
Foods which are easily preserved,
stored well under a wide variety of
conditions and are easily prepared
are of special interest to commercial
processors. The researchers were
especially interested in studying the
merits of dehydrated sauerkraut.
Three bacteria are ·tlhe mainstays
in converting shredded cabbage into
good quality sauerkraut : Leuconos-

toc mesenteroides, Lactobacillus
plantarum, and Lactobacillus brevis.
L. mesenteroides starts the fennentation process by converting the sugars present in the cabbage into lactic acid, acetic acid, alcohol, carbon
dioxide, dextran and mannitols.
The fermentation continues until
the acidity reaches 0.7 to 1.0 percent at whioh time L. plantarum
becomes -predominant and continues
the acid production until the acidity
reaches 1.5 to 2.0 percent. L. plantarum ferments cabbag without the
production of gas and removes the
bitter flavor produced by L . mesenteroides. The third bacteria, L.
brevis, raises the acidity to 2.4%,
which results in a sharp acid flavor.
Four experiments were conducted
to test the effect dehydration of
Bozeman; James W. Mullan, Fishery
Management Biologist, Bureau of
Sport Fisheries and Wildlife, Vernal ,
Utah ; and Galen H. Maxfield, Fisheries Research Biologist, Bureau of
Commercial Fisheries, Seattle.

sauerkraut has on the ohemical and
phy&ical properties, when freeze- ,
conventional hot-air-, and microwave dehydrators are used.
Pilot plant (commercial) production was simulated by adding 2 percent sal,t to shredded cabbage obtained from a local sauerkraut factory. The cabbage was divided into
three treatments with four 20-pound
replications in each treatment. Each
replication from one treatment consisted of shredded and salted cabbage treated with 700 m1 of cabbage juice inoculated with L. mesenteroidesthat had been incubated for
2 ¥2 days at 68 F. Another treatment
of four replications was treated identically except the inoculated juice
contained L. plantarum. The third
treatment was allowed to ferment
naturally.
The fermentation tanks, to which
the 20 pounds of treated or untreated cabbage was added, were 4
feet high and 4 inches in diameter.
When the acidity reached 1.5 It o
1.8 percent, the contents of each
tank were removed and analyzed for
pH, color, ascorbic acid, soluble
solids and lactic acid.
Baoterial inoculation with L. mesenteroides or L. plantarum did not
improve the quality of sauerkraut.
Dehydration by any of the methods tested caused browning and reduced the ascorbic acid, lactic acid
and soluble solids, and increased pH.
These changes were less evident following freeze dehydration.
Sauerkraut dehydrated by conventional hot-air was shrunken and
darker in color than that from the
same sample dehydrated by the
freeze-dry process·. Sensory evaluation of recons-tituted conventional
hot-air dehydrated or freeze-dried
product compared favorably with a
canned commercial product.
Microwave dehydration caused
extreme browning and considerable
loss of ascorbic acid in some
samples.
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THE USE OF M LK REPLACERS
FOR RAISI G DAIRY CALVES
M . J . ANDERSON and R. C. LAMB
Previous article in Utah Scien e
(Sept mber 196 and June 1969)
di cu ed the growth rate and the
amount and e timated co t of feed
required for rai ing dairy herd replacement . The e article were ba ed on Ithe u e of common feed including whol milk. Thi articJ provide information on the u
f com~
m rcial mil r plac r a a ub titution f r al abl milk in th rati n of
a dairy calf.

COLOSTRUM ADVANTAGES
At birth man animal including
dair cal
do n t ha
a natur I
immunity t di a e. 010 trum (the
fir t milk cr ted aft r calving i
rich in gamma globulin which c ntain antibodie. Th e antibodie
when ab orbed directly from the dige tive y tern into the blood, help a
calf to re i t infections. After about
24 hour following birth , the calf
10 s it ability to absorb gamma
globulins th reby 10 ing the effectiveness of colostrum in disease r~
sistanc . Because of the many disease affecting calve , it i desirable
that calve be given colo trum during
this critical first 24 hours of life. Although it doe not afford complete
protection from disease, it certainly
helps.
Colo trum has other characteri tics which make it especially beneficial to young calves. It ha laxative
prop rtie which help start the dige tive sy tern of the new calf func-

tioning. Jt is higher in protein, fat
om mineral and om vitamins
(e pecially vitamin A) a compared
to normal milk. The prop r feeding
of colo trum correctly tart the calf
and i d irable whether whole milk
or a milk replacer i used later.
Good
management
practice
hould alway b u ed in rai ing
calve. Clean, anitary dry and
draft free hou ing hould be provid d. Regular care and attention is
r quired. Calves houJd be tr ated at
th fir t symptoms of di ea . The
amount of milk or milk r placer
hould b properly c ntroJled ince
overfe ding can readily caus a
couring condition. When milk r -

placers are used, particular attention
to good management practices is
needed.

RAISING CALVES
ON MILK REPLACERS
In the calf rai ing program at
Utah State Univer ity most calves
receive whole milk until 6 weeks old.
Approximately 380 pounds of whole
milk are used in raising a calf. Nonalable milk (but fit for raising
calv s) i fed wh n available. Extra
colo trum also can be fed. However,
inc colostrum is considerably richr than regular milk, the amount fed
i decrea d. Rich colostrum should
b diluted with an equal amount of

•
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Figure 1. It is very importont that newborn calves be allowed to nurse
their mothers or be fed her colostrum milk for the first 24 hours after birth.
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water. Nonsalable milk should be
utilized in both a whole milk and
milk - replacer rsystem of raising
calves.
When a good milk replacer is
used, there is no need to feed salable
milk. The author conducted a study
at the University of Maine where
calves were allowed to receive their
dam's milk for the first 4 days of
their lives. On the fifth. day they
were immediately switched to a milk
replacer. No milk was fed after this
date. The calves were allowed access ·to a calf starter and hay. A
maximum of 4 pounds of starter was
fed. In these studies the replacer
was fed until 7 weeks of age and the
calf starter fed until 16 weeks of
age. No deaths occurred and there
were only a few in tances of scour .
In nearly all cases, the scours la ted
for only 1 or 2 days. Treatment conisted of a light reduction in amount
of milk replacer fed plus treatment
with an antibiotic when necessary.
Calves on the milk replacer gained
1.04 pound p r day from birth
until 8 weeks of age.. This compares
favorably with an average daily gain
of 1.12 pounds for calv at USU
which received whole milk for 6
weeks. The calve receiving milk replacer made satisfactory gains and
were in thrifty condition. Several
w ek aft r weaning they appeared
normal in size and condition.

the value of milk replacer. For example, milk replacers costing $13,
$17, or $21 per 50 pounds can be
used in place of milk valued at $3,
$4, or $5 per hundred pounds, respectively. This figure can be used
to determine whether the u e of milk
replacer i economically feasible.
Since milk replacers usuaJly require
extra time for reconstituting, a value
for this time should he included.
Figure 3 does not include a value
for the extra time involved.
RECOMMENDATIONS

Companies selling milk replacers
recommend that calVf& be fed 25
pounds of dry milk replacer during
the first 4 to 5 weeks. of life. After
colostrum feeding, salable milk need
not be fed. Milk replacers can be
used from the time the calves are 3
to 5 days of age. When calves are
weaned at 4 to 5 weeks of age a
good calf starter is essential and
must be fed according to recommendations. A good calf starter is·
more digestible by calves· and is
higher in protein and lower in fiber
than the concentrates fed to older

animals. Milk solids are usually included in a calf starter. At 4 months
of age, the rumen has developed sufficiently for trhe young heifer to
handle ordinary herd concentrates.
Whole milk has all of the advantages of milk replacer except costs.
If calves can be weaned from milk
replacers at 4 to 5 weeks of age, they
certainly would be expected to do
as well on whole milk. If a calf is
raised on 25 pounds, of milk replacer, the same results would be expected from 210 pounds of whole
milk. At Utah State University we
have been feeding 380 pounds of
milk per calf. To get the same
growth response from milk replacer
would require 45 pounds of dry replacer. The extra milk or milk replacer 'results in a greater growth
response and thriftier calves but does
add to the cost of raising calves.

SUMMARY

When economically advantageous,
calves. can ·be raised on milk replacer.
In feeding value, 25 pounds of milk
replacer will equal about 210 pounds

For ease of measuring, most milk
replacers are reconstituted at the rate
of 1 part replacer to 9 parts water,
which gives a liquid containing 10
percent solids. Whole milk contains
approximately 12 percent milk
solids. Thus 420 pounds of whole
milk has about the same nutritional
value as 50 pounds of milk replacer
when reconstituted to 500 pounds.
Milk replacers on the market today may be a good as but cannot
be expected to be better than whole
mille orne are definitely inferior.
Figu re 3 illustrates the comparative
feeding value of milk replacer. To
use figure 3 a line should be drawn
horizontally from the price of milk
to the sloping line, then vertically to
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Figure 2. Calves can be fed whole milk or reconstituted milk replacer
from a nipple bottle.
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of whole milk. Generally, extra time
is required for reconstituting a milk
replacer thus a value for time should
be added to the cost of the replacer.
Calves can ·b e successfully weaned
from milk or milk replacer at 4 to 5
weeks of age. However, they will

not be as thrifty as when weaned at
a later date. Later weaning adds
slightly to the cost of raising calves.
Differences noted in early life of
calves because of feeding milk replacer nearly always disappear by 6
months of age if good feed is provided after weaning.

~

MISS YOUR MARK . . .

HOW TO POISON A DUCK
You may be accidentally poisoning more ducks than you're bringing
down on the wing. Research at
Utah State University is confirming
results from other aniversities and
commercial companies showing that
spent lead shot can be deadlier than
some just leaving a shot gun, regardless of marksmanship.
A duck foraging under water
won't or can't discriminate against
lead shot. It apparently can't tell
the difference between a shot and
a seed, eating either with equal eagerness. And even two or three No.
6 lead pellets can prove fatal to a
large duck when the lead compounds
reach its vital organs.
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A comparison of the price of salable milk versus the value of
a milk replacer based on feeding value only.

WILDLIFE NOTES
Pronghorns alert other members of ,t he herd to danger by
raising the white hairs on their
rumps in much the same manner
Indians used mirrors for signaling.

•
Wild rice, once ,t he main staple
of nomadic Indians, is now the
world's most expensive cereal.

•
The polar bear, unlike his
cousins, does not take a long winter nap and spends most of his
time searching for food.
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Sand dollars· dine on microscopic life and in tum are eaten
by flounder, cod, haddock and
starfish.

•
Although no larger than a
thumbnail in size, the female
peeper frog lays approximately
1,000 eggs.

•
The eyes of an ostrich have
been known to weigh more than
twice the weight of its brain.

Work done by Utah State graduate students, under the direction of
personnel of the Utah Cooperative
Wildlife Research Unit, indicates no
immediate simple solution. Smaller
size shot sink in to the mud at slower
rates and thus remain available to
Waledowl longer and in greater
numbers after each season. But one
small shot is less dangerous than one
of the -larger size. Larger shot, on
the other hand, sink below the birds'
nonnal foraging depth faster than
small shot. And there are obviously
fewer shot per shell scattered over
the marsh when larger size shot are

used.
At the Bear River Migratory Bird
Refuge, though, substantial quantities of various size shot were found
to be accessible to the birds for 3
or more ye.ars after the initial deposit. So, until someone manages
to develop a non40xic, ballistically
sound shot, "misses" will continue
-t o take severe post-season toll of
waterfowl.
As an interim measure, it might
be worth considering the use of only
No.4, or larger, shot. This wouldn't
solve the problem, but it should at
lea t reduce the numbers of birds
that escape being shot but ,t hen fall
victim to the lead pellets scattered
over marsh lands each season.
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NEW COMPOUNDS BLOCK
INSECT GROWTH PATTERN
Four new "hybrid" synthetic
ethers tested for ,their ability to
block normal insect growth and development promise in a new approach to insect control, a U.S. Department of Agriculture entomologist reports.
The experimental compounds
show several hundred times greater
potency than the insects' own hormones or biologically-similar synthetic compounds tested earlier.
Dr. WiJliam S. Bowers of USDA's
Agricultural Research Service found
that the compounds prevented yellow mealworms and milkw ed bugs
from developing into adults from
their pupal or nymph stages. The
most active compounds synthesized
by Dr. Bowers at the ARS Insect
Physiology Pioneering Research Laboratory, Beltsville, Md. , w re, the
3 4-methylenedioxyphenoxy ethers
of 6 7 -epoxygeraniol and their corresponding ethyl-branched homologs.
The
new hybrid compounds
hould be. sup ... rior to hormones and
hormone-like synthetic compound
tested earlier becau e of their greater
potency and ease of ynthe i in the
laboratory.

Amounts of the compounds as
small as 10 nanograms applied to
,the insects' abdomens resulted in
overgrown nymphs or pupae instead
of normal adults. (A nanogram is
one-billionth of a gram.) Some of
the treated insects combined both
mature and immature traits. For
example, treated milkweed bugs developed half-size wings with nymphal coloration and immature genitalia.
Treated mealworms molted into intermediate forms - half pupa, half
adult. All the treated insects subsequently died in their abnormal
tate, unable to mature or reproduce.
So active are these compounds that
expo ure of mealworms to the fumes
from the compounds produced the
arne effects.
These compounds do not kill ineets like conventional insecticides
even when applied a{ I mil1ion times
the trength used in Dr. Bower's
te ts. However, they may be as
effective as certain conventional insecticides since treated insects are
unabl
to develop into norma]
adults, and die without reproducing.
Way of employing the new compounds in practical application remain to be developed.

·DEHYDRATED CELERY
NOW PUFFED
Quick-cooking dehydrated celery
with good flavor texture and color
can be made by th U.S. Department of Agriculture' explo ion-puffing process.
. The product is ideal for dehydrated oup mixes and other prepared foods , and is also crisp and
tasty enough in the dry tate to be
eaten as a snack.
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Celery i one of the latest food
to which this proce has been adapted. The new product was developed
at the Eastern utilization research
laboratory of USDA's Agricultural
Research Service in Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania. The process consists
es entially of a conventional drying
in two steps, between which the vegetable pieces are exploded from a
heated pressure ch·amber. The ex-

plo ion imparts to the pieces a porous structure that not only facilitates
their final drying, but also their
subsequent reconstitution. The dehydrated celery pieces are fully rehydrated after simmering in water
for about 6 minutes instead of the
half hour or more usually required
for conventionally hot-air dried
piece.

Explo ion puffing was developed
at the ARS Eastern laboratory several years ago, and has been adapted
to many other foods, including carrots, potatoes, beets apples and
blueberrie .

In making dehydrated celery by
this process, the hearts - which
cannot be dried without browning
- are first separated from the stalks
and packaged as a premium produot.
The stalks are cut into 3/16-inch
lices, and blanched 6 minutes in
odium bicarbonate solution. This
destroys the enzyme peroxidase and
helps preserve the green color of
the celery. After this treatment ~he
lices are dipped in sodium bisulfite
to retard browning, increase the retention of vitamin C, and prevent
microbial growth during the drying.

After partial dehydration (to 35
to 40 percent moisture), the celery
is held overnight at 38 F in plastic
bags to permit an even distribution
of the remaining moisture. The slices
are then exploded from the pressure
chamber at 35 pounds per square
inch and returned to the dryer for
final drying to 4 percent moisture or
less.
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